Abstract

Hiding communication latency is an important optimization for parallel programs. Programmers or compilers achieve this by using non-blocking communication primitives and overlapping communication with computation or other communication operations. Using non-blocking communication raises two issues: performance and programmability. In terms of performance, optimizers need to find a good communication schedule and are sometimes constrained by lack of full application knowledge. In terms of programmability, efficiently managing non-blocking communication can prove cumbersome for complex applications. In this paper we present the design principles of HUNT, a runtime system designed to search and exploit some of the available overlap present at execution time in UPC programs. Using virtual memory support, our runtime implements demand-driven synchronization for data involved in communication operations. It also employs message decomposition and scheduling heuristics to transparently improve the non-blocking behavior of applications. We provide a user level implementation of HUNT on a variety of modern high performance computing systems. Results indicate that our approach is successful in finding some of the overlap available at execution time. While system and application characteristics influence performance, perhaps the determining factor is the time taken by the CPU to execute a signal handler. Demand driven synchronization at execution time eliminates the need for the explicit management of non-blocking communication. Besides increasing programmer productivity, this feature also simplifies compiler analysis for communication optimizations.

1 Introduction

Hiding communication latency is widely accepted as one of the most important optimizations in parallel programming [10, 11, 29]. Application writers and compilers for parallel languages attempt to achieve this by overlapping communication operations with other independent work in the application. They use non-blocking communication primitives and initiate transfers as early as possible so that the transfer time is hidden by other operations.

The performance gain of this explicit scheduling of communication operations is directly related to the optimizer’s (either programmer or compiler) ability to identify work that can be overlapped with data transfers. For programs that do not contain any independent work between the transfer and the computation associated with it, decomposition transformations such as message strip-mining [17, 28] have been proposed.

Current manual and compiler communication optimizations are sometimes limited by the inherently static nature of the approach: 1) data transfer sizes are usually not known or vary dynamically for each communication operation; 2) the manner in which the application uses the transferred data might be hard or impossible to determine due to factors such as the presence of indirect accesses (a[b[i]]) or third party library functions; and 3) when scheduling communication operations the optimizer may not have a good estimate of the amount of overlap available.

In addition, there are other practical considerations that limit the overlap achieved. Manual optimizations are very cumbersome to code and programmers typically only schedule transfers but do not apply the more sophisticated message strip mining techniques. Compilers are often limited by a lack of knowledge about the communication library (MPI), lack of knowledge about the code (third party libraries), or by the quality of the optimizer itself (lack of inter-procedural analysis support). All these factors indicate that parallel programs, even optimized ones, may still contain some amount of unexploited overlap.

In this paper we introduce HUNT, a runtime system designed to find and exploit some of the overlap available in parallel programs. The design principle of HUNT is based on the insight that in order to exploit all the overlap available in an application, communication operations should be retired (waited on) only at the program point where the application uses the data. Our runtime implements this principle by ignoring the explicit calls to retire transfers (i.e. the wait calls) present in the application and using virtual mem-
memory support to determine the dynamic program point (data access) where the communication operation should instead be retired. Thus, we delay retiring communication operations until the program point where the data is actually needed and achieve a form of demand-driven synchronization. In addition, HUNT can change the schedule of the communication operations.

HUNT is implemented at the user level as a runtime for UPC [5] programs. The implementation uses GASNet [8], a portable one-sided communication layer that supports a wide variety of contemporary high speed networks. Of most interest to us are Infiniband, Myrinet and Quadrics and we present results for several computing systems. Our results indicate that the proposed approach is indeed able to find and exploit overlap in application programs. Although system characteristics (network, processor, operating system) directly influence performance, perhaps the most important factor is the time taken to execute a signal handler on the target system.

Despite the fact that HUNT provides only runtime support for UPC programs, the findings in this paper are widely applicable. In particular, the same principles apply to any one-sided communication library (ARMCI [22], MPI-2) and also to programs using two-sided communication libraries (MPI-1).

2 Programmability and Portability: Unified Parallel C

UPC is a Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) language designed as a small set of extensions to ISO-C99. The language implements an SPMD programming model with two distinct address spaces. Each thread has access to a local address space and in addition, all threads share a common address space. The distinction between the two address spaces is made using the language type system. Thus, at the language level there is no syntactic difference between an access to local memory and an access to shared memory.

The goal of PGAS languages is to increase developer productivity by shifting the optimization burden from the programmer to the compiler and runtime system. Besides providing the abstraction of a shared address space that encourages a fine-grained style of programming, these languages also offer control over application performance using bulk communication primitives. In the UPC case, these are one-sided blocking communication primitives that take the form upc_memget(dest, src, size), upc_memput(dest, src, size). In order to assist compiler optimizations the language provides a memory consistency model.

In addition, the language provides a specification [4] for interfaces to a comprehensive set of collective communication functions. These primitives are also blocking, but allow programmer hints regarding the synchronization requirements of the primitive. The goal of this design is to provide compilers and library implementors with more information about optimization opportunities.

While neither Co-Array Fortran (CAF) nor UPC provide support for non-blocking communication in the original language specification, recent efforts [9, 13] attempt to retrofit this into the languages. The intention is to offer programmers better control over communication optimizations in the cases where the compiler is not able to apply them.

Using these primitives to construct optimal execution schedules is fraught with many difficulties. In addition to the considerations discussed in the introduction, programming languages do not provide many of the tools required to express and control the concurrent nature of programs that contain non-blocking operations. Furthermore, tuning such a schedule may be very system specific because of differing network characteristics. We consider the approach proposed in this paper as offering a compromise between application performance and programmer productivity. While it may not find the optimal execution schedule, our results show that our approach can non-intrusively add all the benefits of non-blocking behavior to applications running on a wide class of machines while preserving a common code base with the implementation for systems with a tight network/CPU integration. In addition, the demand driven synchronization we propose has the potential to greatly simplify the development of compiler communication optimizations.

3 The Berkeley UPC Compiler

Figure 1 shows the overall structure of the Berkeley UPC compiler used in our experiments. The translator performs source-to-source translation of UPC programs and targets a runtime responsible for bootstrapping tasks such as thread generation and shared data allocation. The runtime delegates communication operations, such as remote memory accesses, to the GASNet [8] communication layer which provides an uniform interface for one-sided communication primitives on a large class of contemporary high speed networks.

One-sided communication APIs provide communication primitives of the form init_transfer; sync transfer with “all-or-nothing” data delivery semantics, i.e. the sync_transfer call blocks the CPU until the entire transfer is complete and the data written to main memory.

Figure 2 shows a UPC code snippet that contains communication and the corresponding translated code. Any UPC level communication primitive gets translated into a transfer/sync pair and the placement of the sync operation is under compiler control.

The upc_memget operation in the original code has a
Figure 1. The Berkeley UPC Compiler

latency that is determined by the network round trip time (RTT) and the network bandwidth. In the translated code, most of this latency can be overlapped with independent work placed between the get/sync communication calls. Hiding communication latency involves finding code in the original program that can be executed in between the get/sync pair without violating any data or control dependencies in the program. Subsequently, optimizations involve moving the initiation of a operation as far as possible from the use of data involved and explicit management of synchronization operations. Thus, any compiler analysis phase needs thus to take into account all possible execution paths.

Scheduling communication operations can exploit only the coarse grained (independent) overlap present in applications and it is often the case that in practice not enough independent work can be found and placed in between a transfer/sync pair of operations. However, considering a network transfer in conjunction with the computation on transferred data, uncovers an amount of fine-grained overlap present in any application. Message strip-mining [17, 28] is a program transformation that attempts to exploit such cases. This transformation decomposes transfers into a series of independent sub-transfers and modifies the structure of the associated computation to overlap a sub-transfer with computation on data previously received. Applying it requires detailed knowledge of the structure of the program and involves non-trivial source transformations. Furthermore, the transformed program is very likely to still contain parts where the processor is idle waiting for communication operations to finish.

4 Design Goals

In the ideal case, communication is performed in such a way that data items are transferred and become available in the order the application uses them rather than the sequential order imposed by the network. Furthermore, data items are delivered to the CPU for processing as soon as they arrive over the network. This functionality is clearly unattainable on most current systems and is approximated at the application level by message decomposition and pipelining techniques.

In the rest of the paper we describe the design principles behind HUNT, a runtime system that attempts to find and eliminate the idle times in a UPC program. HUNT is able to exploit both fine and coarse grained overlap by using a combination of automatic strip-mining and message scheduling. It opportunistically performs non-blocking communication operations and retires these operations only when the data involved is accessed by the CPU. For the automatic strip mining, the runtime provides a common unit of data transfer and synchronization between the two distinct subsystems: CPU-memory and NIC-memory.

The end result is that with HUNT, applications actively search for the unexploited overlap, either independent or fine-grained, available at execution time and schedule the operations found in order to hide communication latency.

The design goals are:

- Performance: 1) minimal communication management overhead and 2) preserving the performance of already well optimized applications.
- Programmability: 1) ability to transparently add non-blocking behavior to stock UPC programs and 2) a very simple set of interfaces to allow user control over runtime behavior and tuning.
- Portability: a set of simple heuristics to determine the values of the parameters that influence runtime performance combined with a minimality of the interface design.

5 Exploiting Find-Grained Overlap

The first goal of HUNT is to exploit the fine-grained overlap associated with a data transfer. This form of overlap is the hardest to exploit by programmers or compilers due the nature of the approach they are constrained to use.

We find and exploit fine-grained overlap by using a combination of two techniques: automatic strip mining and demand driven synchronization. Each data transfer is decom-
posed into strips and the transfer of each strip is performed in a non-blocking manner. Synchronization for each strip is demand driven. Instead of per message explicit synchronization calls, the system offers a mechanism for implicit synchronization at a smaller data granularity. Following a communication call, the first access to a data item triggers a synchronization (wait on) operation if the data has not been transferred.

The demand driven synchronization is achieved using virtual memory support. Operating systems allow programs to control the access rights to virtual memory pages using the `mprotect` system call. The access rights for a given page are either `NONE` or a combination of `READ`, `WRITE`, `EXEC`. Upon executing an instruction that accesses any memory location within a page with non-matching access rights, programs receive a `SIGSEGV` signal. Thus, assuming that access to a page is restricted to `NONE` whenever a data transfer is initiated, the program is guaranteed to receive a `SIGSEGV` signal whenever it tries to access the data within the page. Whenever a program receives a signal, the operating system asynchronously executes the associated signal handler code (if any). In HUNT, receiving a `SIGSEGV` indicates that the program demands the data and we use the execution of the signal handler code to ensure that the corresponding transfer has indeed finished.

In the most general case, for the code in Figure 2(a), HUNT performs the following operations. The `upc_memget` call decomposes the transfer into strips, initiates non-blocking communication for the strips, records the decomposition and protects (`mprotect PROT_NONE`) the pages involved in the original transfer. The program will continue executing any instructions that do not access memory locations involved in the network transfer in parallel with the network transfers. Upon executing an instruction that accesses a memory location involved in the transfer, the program will receive a `SIGSEGV` and start executing the associated signal handler. The handler associates the faulting address with the sub-transfer that contains it, restores access rights and blocks execution until all the data has arrived. Then, program execution continues until references to data still outstanding are encountered and the process is repeated. By using this mechanism, computation is allowed to proceed as soon as data has arrived over the network and the transfers of subsequent parts of the message are transparently overlapped with the computation in the `for` loop.

It is obvious from this description that, for automatic strip mining, the granularity of interaction between CPU and NIC is constrained to the page level and for smaller transfers, HUNT should revert to the default modus operandi. In Section 6.1 we show that adding non-blocking behavior to small transfers is able to improve performance in the case where independent overlap is present in the program.

For each data transfer HUNT opportunistically adds overhead to the program execution in the hope that the extra work it performs will help reduce the communication latency and the overall execution time. It is therefore important to make sure that we keep the extra overhead to a minimum.

Before we present the techniques we use to minimize overhead, it is important to understand analytically what are the determining factors.

### 5.1 Performance Aspects of Automatic Strip Mining

Analyzing the behavior of automatic strip mining needs to take into account network performance, the performance of `mprotect`, the cost of servicing a signal, and the cost of manipulating the run-time meta-data associated with a transfer decomposition.

The LogGP [7, 12] network performance model approximates the cost of a data transfer as the sum of the costs incurred by the transfer in all system components. This is illustrated in Figure 3. Parameters of special relevance to us are $o_s$ and $o_r$, the message send and receive overhead of a message; $G$, the inverse network bandwidth; and $g$, the minimal gap required between the transmission of two consecutive messages. According to the model, the cost of a single message transfer can be divided into two components, the software overhead on both the send and receive side ($o = o_s + o_r$ in the following), as well as the time the message actually spends in the network.

In addition, let $M(N)$ denote the cost of calling `mprotect` on a sequence of $N$ elements and $I$ denote the cost of servicing a signal. We assume that $I$ is spent evenly between entering and exiting the signal handler. The cost of manipulating the message decomposition meta-data can be ignored for simplicity. It is pure software overhead for either recording a very small amount of data or looking it up. At any entry into HUNT, it is proportional with the number of outstanding network transfers. This choice is also validated by the experimental data.

Consider the code in Figure 2, and assume that no independent overlap exists and we need to exploit only the fine-grained overlap. The total execution time of the original code is $o + RTT + G \times size + C(size)$, where $C(size)$ is the compute time on size bytes of data. Assume now that we apply automatic strip mining and we decompose the transfer into 2 smaller transfers, first one with size $N_1$, second one with size $size - N_1$.

Our first observation is that there is no computation available to be overlapped with the transfer of the first strip. This means that we can use this time for the message de-

\[1\text{Or SIGBUS depending on the processor architecture and the operating system.}\]
composition, changing the access rights, servicing half of the signal, and reverting access rights. This translates into \( a + M(\text{size}) + \frac{I}{2} + M(N_1) < \text{RTT} + G + N_1 \) and is independent of the computation to follow. This constraint directly determines the value of \( N_1 \) and implicitly determines the lower bound of the transfer size for which benefits can be expected.

In order to obtain any benefit from the optimization, the second requirement is that the combined latency of communication and computation on \( N_1 \) completely covers the latency of the second transfer and the additional overhead of the signal handler execution. This translates into \( \text{RTT} + G + N_1 + \frac{I}{2} + C(N_1) > \text{RTT} + G + (\text{size} - N_1) + \frac{I}{2} + M(\text{size} - N_1) \). While the other parameters are fixed or under our control \( (N_1) \), satisfying this constraint is determined mostly by the structure of the computation \( C(N_1) \) which is determined by the application. However, network transfers place data only into the main memory and each computation following a transfer has a residual latency determined by the cost of moving the data from main memory to caches. This gives us a lower bound on the computation latency. We use this lower bound for the worst case scenario decomposition.

The values of the parameters considered in this analysis are system characteristics determined off-line and used to compute a lower bound on the transfer size. Transfers smaller than this value are not decomposed in HUNT.

### 5.2 Minimizing Overheads

In order to obtain good performance from automatic strip mining, the overhead of changing memory access rights and executing signal handlers needs to be minimized. Since these are system characteristics and we cannot improve their execution time, we try instead to minimize the number of interrupts and the size of the protected memory area.

In order to do this, we try to exploit the program structure and optimize for the case where transferred data is accessed using a monotonically increasing or decreasing sequence of addresses. This is indeed a very common case in scientific applications. Affine array index expressions trivially satisfy this property. In addition, Paek et al [23] examine a large class of scientific kernels and applications and present evidence that, except for “subscripted-subscripts”, all non-affine subscript expressions present were compile-time provably monotonic.

For the sequential scan case, we do not need to protect the whole memory region involved in the transfer. We use two observations: 1) program execution starts processing a strip with its first (or last) page and 2) if indeed overlap is present in the application, at the time of performing the demand driven synchronization for a strip, some transfers for subsequent strips have already finished.

Based on these observations, we need to protect only a boundary page of any strip and not all the strip boundary pages need to be protected at once. We use a lazy protection technique that distributes the work evenly between message initiation and synchronization events and also decreases the number of signals that need to be serviced. At any time, we protect only the first page of a strip that program execution will access next. When the time to finish the transfer for that strip has arrived, the signal handler checks whether transfers for subsequent strips have finished. Any transfer that has already finished does not need any pages protected. The signal handler protects only the first page of the first transfer still outstanding that it is found.

For programs that access transferred data in a truly random manner, the implementation reverts to protecting everything. This changes the lower bound on the transfer size we consider for decomposition.

Most of the mechanisms described here are widely supported by modern operating systems. However, we have purposefully ignored so far the implied requirement that network interface cards are able to transfer data into protected memory regions. From the RMA networks we considered, Myrinet and Infiniband use physical addresses for the transfer targets, satisfy the requirement and all the mechanisms described can be implemented at user level. Quadrics uses virtual memory addresses and provides an on-board TLB that mirrors the processor TLB. A user level implementation on Quadrics hardware aborts the program when transfers into protected areas are attempted. We can implement correctly our technique for sequential scan scenarios or scenarios where the access pattern of the program is communicated to HUNT by using a minor modification. Instead of protecting the first to be accessed page of an outstanding transfer, we protect the last accessed page of the previous transfer. This ensures that we can correctly determine a point where the program will soon start accessing data from a strip.

### 5.3 Message Scheduling

The message scheduling component of HUNT tries to exploit overlap whenever possible while preserving the performance of already optimized applications. It uses a set of simple heuristics to decide when to perform non-blocking communication operations and how to apply the automatic
strip mining. The following are principles that we have found to work well in practice:

- For any blocking transfer, automatic strip mining should be attempted subject to the minimum size constraints presented in Section 6.1. HUNT supports two automatic modes for message decomposition: equal sized strips or variable sized strips. The principles and the trade-offs of these two strategies are described in [17].

- If there are any other outstanding transfers, use this as an indication that independent communication-communication overlap is available. Non-blocking communication is performed but without message decomposition (mprotect only). This case occurs in practice in program regions where one-to-many (scatter/gather) or all-to-all communication patterns occur. For a large number of outstanding transfers it is very likely that the latency of the latter transfers is completely hidden by the combined latency and computation of the previous transfers. Thus, for a “train” of outstanding messages performing the mprotect and servicing the signal handlers for the messages at end of the train is pure overhead. In this case, the implementation can choose to perform non-blocking communication without the mprotect and piggy-back the synchronization operations on the last expected demand-driven synchronization operation.

- For programs using non-blocking transfers (Berkeley UPC extensions), use this as an indication that independent overlap is already exploited in the program. In this case, we either do not attempt any decomposition or attempt a more aggressive (very large strips) decomposition. The size of the first strip is chosen to represent a significant percentage of the transfer and the handle returned by the operation is the one associated with the first strip. Synchronization for subsequent strips is demand driven.

5.4 Preserving Program Correctness

In HUNT, we change the semantics of communication operations and this might silently affect program correctness. Since we synchronize a transfer whenever the processor attempts to access data involved in it, correctness is maintained on each processor. Thus, we need only to preserve data consistency between processors.

In the general case, parallel programs usually use either barriers or point-to-point synchronization operations to enforce inter-processor data consistency. Thus, at any explicit synchronization operation HUNT needs to complete all the transfers whose behavior it had modified. Besides explicit synchronization operations, programs sometimes use point-to-point messages to implement various forms of synchronization. These operations typically follow a set pattern and HUNT can be trained to detect those and retire all outstanding transfers.

In the UPC case, the language has a memory consistency model that correct programs need to observe. The language provides for explicit synchronization through the use of barriers or locks. At any of these operations, HUNT retires all outstanding transfers. In addition, the language provides a form of consistency enforcing memory accesses (strict). In the UPC case, at any strict memory operations all transfers are retired. Due to the presence of the memory model, the runtime does not need to detect point-to-point synchronization patterns.

5.5 Implementation

HUNT is implemented as a change to the default Berkeley UPC runtime library. It inherits the bootstrapping functionality from the current Berkeley UPC runtime and it modifies all the communication functionality exposed to applications (e.g. upc_memget, upc_memput, upc_barrier ...) to implement the concepts presented throughout Section 5. All the described functionality is dynamic: the runtime maintains statistics about the communication behavior of the application and it uses these statistics to guide the decomposition and scheduling choices. Figures 4 and 5 show details about the implementation.

The implementation provides default values for all the parameters. For example, to guide message decomposition we implement the techniques described in [17]. Finer control over the functionality is exposed at the application level through a a simple interface. Application programmers can provide hints to guide the message decomposition and scheduling. For message decomposition, we provide interfaces to instruct the runtime to use a more aggressive decomposition (set_decomp(factor)) or to change the order of the strips transferred (set_order(UP|DOWN)). To control message scheduling we provide interfaces to instruct the runtime to start piggybacking after a certain number of transfers (start_piggyback_thresh(num)).

6 Evaluation

We have experimented with HUNT on a variety of production large scale parallel systems as well as on smaller experimental clusters. These systems are described in Table 1 and each system’s characteristics influences the performance of our implementation in different ways. On the network side, the Quadrics network has a much shorter round-trip time than Infiniband or Myrinet, thus the overhead of message decomposition has a greater impact on overall performance. On the processor side, the PPC 970 processor has a signal service cost that significantly exceeds
the network round-trip time. Thus, the message decomposition requires higher granularity and it is very important to minimize the number of signals serviced at run-time.

We use micro-benchmarks to illustrate the performance aspects of our implementation and validate these results with a series of application benchmarks: NAS [2, 15] (class B) FT, IS, MG. While the results presented are only for remote memory read operations, similar trends are observable for remote write operations. For write operations, the initiator typically blocks until it is safe to modify the source buffer. Protecting the memory of the source buffer with HUNT is used in this case and writes trigger segmentation faults.

The results presented for the AlphaServer and PowerPC systems use complete and correct user level implementations of HUNT. As explained in Section 8, we consider some of the results on Linux based systems as simulation.

6.1 Performance Aspects

Performance Parameters: As indicated in Section 5.1, the behavior of our implementation is influenced by the combination of network and processor performance parameters. Figures 6 and 7 present these parameters for the AlphaServer and the PPC/Infiniband systems. The processor performance parameters for the x86/Itanium processors all show similar trends to those of the Alpha processor, while the performance parameters of Myrinet are similar to those of the Infiniband network.

On most systems, the signal service time (I) is smaller than the network RTT. This indicates that even for very small transfers demand-driven synchronization has the potential to exploit for overlap a fraction of the RTT. On all systems, the transfer time increases with data size much faster than any other component and accordingly the message decomposition benefits will increase with the transfer size. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the values of the performance parameters for small transfers on the PPC/Infiniband system. On this system, finer grained overlap is harder to achieve due to the much higher overhead of the demand-driven synchronization (I >> RTT).

Demand-driven Synchronization (DDS): The performance of demand-driven synchronization is determined by the relationship between the network latency (RTT) and the CPU signal overhead (I). We use two worst case scenario micro-benchmarks to illustrate this interaction and compare the performance of DDS with the performance of source level blocking and non-blocking communication. Table 2 shows our results.

The first benchmark applies DDS to an 8 byte data transfer and captures the overhead our method. On the Opteron/Itanium/PPC systems, this overhead is proportional with the speed of the processor signal handling. On the Opteron/Infiniband systems the overhead is smaller than the network round-trip time, while on the PPC system it is twice as high. On the AlphaServer system, the overhead of our method is much higher than the signal time. The Quadrics network contains an on-board TLB that is maintained coherent with the CPU TLB. We attribute the observed difference to the overhead of maintaining TLB coherency.

The second micro-benchmark performs two consecutive 8 byte transfers. Data involved in the transfer is located within the same page. On the Opteron and Itanium based systems, DDS is able to exploit some of the overlap available. The non-blocking implementation is still faster. This result indicates that even for the smallest transfers, when independent overlap is present in the application, our approach is able to find and exploit it. On the AlphaServer and PPC/Infiniband, the granularity of the overlap available is still smaller than the overhead of the implementation.

For very fine grained messages, due to TLB synchronizations, the overhead of our approach increases proportionally with the number of messages on Quadrics based systems. Note also that for a small number of transfers on the Quadrics networks it is not necessarily true that non-blocking communication improves performance in the fine
grained case. For the pinning based networks, for processors with high interrupt time, our approach starts showing performance benefits for a train of small messages of roughly length \( \frac{l}{RTT} + 1 \). For the PPC/Infiniband system this threshold is around 5-6 transfers. In general, increasing the number of transfers provides better amortization of the DDS overhead and the relative performance benefits of our approach improve when compared with the non-blocking implementation.

**Message Decomposition**: The performance benefits of automatic strip mining are illustrated using a micro-benchmark that times the duration of a memcpy() of transferred data. In a sense, this is a hard case to optimize for, since it contains only a small amount of computation. Figures 8 and 9 present our results. The line labeled self-induced overlap corresponds to a scenario where computation immediately follows the network transfer. The line labeled independent overlap corresponds to the case where an independent computation whose latency is large enough to hide the transfer latency has been inserted between the transfer and the memcpy operation.

On the systems with fast signal handling we observe a lower bound of the transfer sizes that benefit from decomposition in the range of \( 30KB - 64KB \). On systems with slow signal handling (PPC), this threshold has a value of \( \approx 200KB \). The benefits of message decomposition increase with the transfer size. On all systems, for transfers in the \( MB \) range we observe speed-up in the 25% – 35% range.

On all systems, our technique is successful at finding and exploiting the independent overlap. In this case, the program has to service only one signal and the overhead of our technique is much smaller than transfer overheads.

We have also timed the scenario where transfers are perfectly overlapped using non-blocking communication primitives. For lack of space we do not show these results. On the systems with fast signal handling, the overhead of our technique is minimal and ranges from 1% of the total running time for the smaller transfers to changes in the third decimal digit for larger sizes.

Figure 9 shows the performance behavior on the AlphaServer system. On this system, besides the overhead introduced by maintaining the NIC TLB coherence which increases the decomposition size threshold, we observe a large variation in performance for the smaller transfer sizes that our performance models and previously presented micro-benchmarks do not account for. We think this behavior is caused by the system scheduler which might lower the priority of processes that service many signals in a short period of time.

### 6.2 Application Benchmarks

**NAS FT and IS**: These two benchmarks illustrate the case where both independent and self-induced overlap is present in the application. The main data redistribution step in both benchmarks consists of an one-to-many communication step, followed by either a Fourier transform (FT) or a histogram computation (IS). The released version of the benchmarks has communication implemented with blocking primitives (stock UPC).

Figure 10 shows performance results for the FT benchmark. We use as a base case the performance of the original implementation (FT) and normalize the performance of the other implementations. The series labeled FT-nb presents the performance of the benchmark where the blocking communication is replaced with non-blocking communication. For this benchmark source level strip mining is cumbersome and lowers significantly the performance of the serial code. Thus, this implementation represents the extent to which one can realistically expect a programmer to manually optimize the implementation without a complete rewriting and exploits only communication-communication overlap. The series labeled FT-md presents the performance with only message-decomposition enabled, while the series FT-H presents the performance of message decomposition combined with message scheduling.

Figure 11 shows the performance results for the IS benchmark. The series labeled IS-nb corresponds to an implementation where communication is non-blocking and the communication for the data received from one processor is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU/OS</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>( o ) (( \mu s ))</th>
<th>( G ) (( \mu s/KB ))</th>
<th>( RTT ) (( \mu s ))</th>
<th>( I ) (( \mu s ))</th>
<th>mprotect (( \mu s ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMD Opteron 2.2GHz/Linux</td>
<td>4xInfiniband</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itanium2 1GHz/Linux [3]</td>
<td>Myrinet</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerPC 970FX 2.3GHz/MacOSX [6]</td>
<td>4xInfiniband</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaServer ES45 1GHz/Tru64 [20]</td>
<td>Quadrics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Systems Used for Benchmarks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 transfer (( \mu s ))</th>
<th>2 transfers (( \mu s ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-block DDS</td>
<td>block n-block DDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opteron/Infiniband</td>
<td>11.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itanium/Myrinet</td>
<td>26.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC/Infiniband</td>
<td>18.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaServer</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Performance of demand-driven synchronization**
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Figure 10. FT performance on AlphaServer/Quadrics.

Figure 11. IS performance on AlphaServer/Quadrics.
overlapped with both communication and computation for the data from distinct processors. Again, this represents a realistic expectation of what a programmer might attempt. The series labeled IS-md shows the performance benefits when enabling only message decomposition. The series labeled IS-H shows the performance of hunting the non-blocking implementation of the benchmark.

HUNT is able to find and exploit the overlap present in the implementation of both benchmarks. Adding non-blocking behavior to the application improves performance by up to 77%. For the FT benchmark, HUNT outperforms the non-blocking implementation for up to 32 processors by up to 6%. Increasing the number of processors decreases the message sizes and the benefits of automatic strip mining while it increases the number of signals that need to be serviced in order to achieve correct synchronization. Enabling message scheduling lowers this overhead and our implementation outperforms the source-level non-blocking implementation even for higher processor counts. For the IS benchmark, IS-nb and IS-md show similar trends. Also, IS-H consistently outperforms the non-blocking version by a small amount.

Comparing the relative behavior for the two benchmarks, we note that our approach produces better results for the FT benchmark. This is explained by the differences in implementation. The implementation of IS exploits both communication-computation and communication-computation overlap. The FT implementation exploits only communication-computation overlap and thus exhibits a larger percentage of idle times.

User level hints were not used for any of the implementations presented here. Since both benchmarks perform the equivalent of a `gather` communication call, we do believe that further tuning of the application performance is possible using hints.

**NAS MG:** This benchmark uses a point-to-point communication pattern. The volume of transferred data varies with the program execution and the only applicable optimization is message strip-mining. Manual application of this technique is cumbersome due to the variation in message sizes and the structure of the computation that follows transfers. There are six distinct computation blocks immediately following a transfer operation, program control being able to choose any of them depending on the execution stage.

On the Opteron/Itanium systems the execution with HUNT enabled consistently outperforms the execution of the original program for the configurations measured (up to 64 processors). The performance benefits of HUNT in terms of end-to-end execution time are not as large for this benchmark when comparing with the benefits seen for FT and IS. MG spends only a small fraction of the total running time in communication operations, it transfers a much smaller volume of data (largest message size is \( \approx 250KB \) versus \( MB \) messages in FT/IS) and performs a large number of transfers whose size is under the implementation threshold for automatic strip mining. The performance improvements for individual communication stages vary from 5% to 25% depending on the message size while the overall program performance improves by at most 1%. On the AlphaServer and PPC/Infiniband systems, according to our implementation heuristics, HUNT disables automatic strip mining for MG class B.

### 7 Programmmability

HUNT exports all the interfaces required by the original UPC language specification and the non-blocking Berkeley UPC library extensions. In addition it exports a very simple set of single-argument functions to guide the heuristics involved, if so desired by the programmer. It has the ability to run unmodified UPC programs and transparently add non-blocking behavior to the original program thus implicitly finding the overlap wasted by the presence of blocking communication operations.

Explicit handle management for non-blocking communication can prove to be cumbersome and we believe that HUNT can increase programmer productivity by eliminating explicit communication management. In addition, it performs automatic strip mining, eliminating the need to perform it manually if it is not already performed by compilers (not supported or fails due to complicated code or third party libraries).

Since in our system no code reordering to increase the overlap potential is possible at run-time, manual code restructuring might be desired where compilers fail to perform it. In these cases, our run-time allows programmers to incrementally try different restructuring alternatives without the need to explicitly manage non-blocking communication. After determining the best implementation alternative, UPC programmers can change their code to fully use non-blocking communication if so desired.

To obtain best performance, HUNT might require programmer hints about the program access pattern on transferred data. When using third party libraries or complicated codes, this pattern might be hard to determine. We provide a diagnostic and feature extraction functionality to determine the page trace of data accesses after a transfer. We plan to extend this with a simple profiling infrastructure to assist programmers to decide if they need to switch to a fully non-blocking implementation.

### 8 Future Work

The user level implementation of demand-driven synchronization introduces unnecessary overhead due to the
lack of proper OS level interface support and the lack of proper CPU/NIC integration. Kernel and driver modifications have the potential to eliminate parts of this overhead.

On TLB coherent networks, such as Quadrics, manipulating page access rights (mprotect) forces TLB update operations that increase the overhead of DDS. Unless the virtual-to-physical memory mapping changes, these updates are not necessary and network driver modifications might alleviate this problem.

The conclusions in this paper were drawn mostly from non-Linux systems because on all Linux based systems we investigated, user level DDS affects program correctness due to poor OS/NIC integration. Under Linux, calls to mprotect at any program point cause intermittent incorrect program behavior, even after the restoration of READ/WRITE access and even for blocking communication operations (no DDS). While our micro-benchmarks execute correctly under Linux, the NAS benchmarks suffer from verification failures for some processor configurations. This is a generic problem for all the Linux user-level network drivers we have examined: Infiniband, Quadrics patch-free and Myrinet. Quadrics networks function correctly with kernel patched drivers at the expense of extra overhead due to maintaining TLB coherence. We are currently investigating mprotect and driver implementations for pinning-based networks and believe we can achieve correct functionality with no extra overhead. Thus, we believe that our performance results are achievable under a correct Linux implementation.

HUNT is constrained to use standard operating system level interfaces and thus performs an unnecessary number of system calls. For example, the most common operation inside the signal handler is restoring access rights to one page while restricting the access to another. This currently requires two system calls that can be executed together with simple interface modifications.

The message scheduling heuristics in HUNT are designed to improve scalability and performance in the most general case and do require programmer hints for optimal performance. One-to-many and all-to-all library communication primitives already contain extra semantic information that can be used for message scheduling and we plan to investigate the implementation of such primitives. For example, the UPC collective operations, besides directly capturing the program communication pattern, contain as arguments programmer hints for the data synchronization requirements of the operation. Efficiently using these hints requires both run-time and compiler support. We believe that a HUNT implementation can make use of programmer hints and alleviate the need for compiler support.

9 Related Work

Wakatani and Wolfe [27, 28] introduce message strip-mining and analyze its impact for array redistribution in HPF and a code that implements a simple inspector-executor. Iancu et al. [17] examine message-strip mining for a variety of contemporary networks from the combined viewpoint of performance and portability. The idea of decomposing message traffic also appears in [24, 25] where it is transparently implemented inside the network layer in order to alleviate switch contention.

Using virtual memory support in parallel runtimes is an approach often used in practice. Dubnicki et al. [14] present the principles of virtual-memory-mapped-communication (VMMC). Their work explores software support for remote-direct-memory-access (RDMA) transfers and has since been supplanted by hardware RDMA support. Virtual memory services are widely used in the implementation of page based distributed-shared-memory (DSM) systems [21, 26] to enforce data coherence. More recent approaches [18] address the granularity problem of page based DSMs by using virtual memory support for multiple virtual mappings of the same physical page. Similar techniques might be applicable in HUNT based approaches to decrease the granularity of data interaction for demand-driven-synchronization.

Communication optimizations for parallel programs have been extensively studied [10, 11, 16, 19] both from the user level and compiler directed optimization point of view. All these studies indicate that non-blocking communication is able to increase program performance, especially under a one-sided communication model. For compiler optimizations, explicitly managing synchronization operations not only unnecessarily complicates the analysis but it also restricts the range of communication movement. A HUNT-like approach would eliminate most of these constraints and greatly simplify the analysis.

Intelligent run-time systems have received renewed interest in the last years and show very promising potential in terms of performance, scalability and programmer productivity. The approach most closely related to ours is present in the CHARM [1] runtime. Charm provides for latency hiding through an abstract execution model based on processor virtualization and message-driven execution. Charm decomposes the computation and achieves overlap by rescheduling threads that block for communication. In a sense, Charm schedules computations and our approach is orthogonal since it decomposes and schedules communication.

10 Conclusion

In this paper we explore the design and performance aspects of run-time techniques able to find and exploit the
idle times caused by the presence of communication operations in parallel programs. Our runtime is implemented in user space and exploits overlap by using a combination of demand-driven synchronization, automatic message strip mining and message scheduling. Such an approach eliminates the need for explicit non-blocking communication and has the potential to increase programmer productivity, simplify the analysis required, and improve the quality of optimizations in compilers for parallel languages.

Performance is directly influenced by a combination of network and CPU performance characteristics and on all systems explored, the run-time is able to find and exploit “relatively large” granularity overlap. Exploiting very fine grained overlap is dependent on processor and network characteristics. On processors with a large signal service time (I >>= RTT), our approach is not always beneficial for fine grained messages. Networks maintaining TLB coherency (Quadrics) also exhibit a large overhead for demand-driven synchronization, but driver level modifications might alleviate this problem. Very fine grained overlap can be efficiently exploited for a combination of pining-based networks (Infiniband, Myrinet) and processors with fast interrupts (Itanium, Opteron, x86). In order to further increase the performance of our approach, a tighter integration of CPU and NIC through kernel and driver level modifications is required.

We believe that intelligent run-time systems able to manage non-blocking communication on behalf of the application programmer or compilers are a necessity on future very-large scale parallel machines. Our work constitutes an initial evaluation of the design and performance aspects of such a runtime from a software only perspective. However, some of the principles presented capture the general nature of the problem and even hardware based implementations will have to implement them in some form. Thus, a software based approach like ours can be easily used to explore the design trade-offs of hardware implementations.
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